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Named entity recognition (NER) is an indispensable and very important part of many natural language processing technologies, such
as information extraction, information retrieval, and intelligent Q & A.-is paper describes the development of the AL-CRF model,
which is a NER approach based on active learning (AL).-e algorithmic sequence of the processes performed by the AL-CRF model
is the following: first, the samples are clustered using the k-means approach.-en, stratified sampling is performed on the produced
clusters in order to obtain initial samples, which are used to train the basic conditional random field (CRF) classifier. -e next step
includes the initiation of the selection process which uses the criterion of entropy. More specifically, samples having the highest
entropy values are added to the training set. Afterwards, the learning process is repeated, and the CRF classifier is retrained based on
the obtained training set. -e learning and the selection process of the AL is running iteratively until the harmonic mean F stabilizes
and the final NERmodel is obtained. Several NER experiments are performed on legislative andmedical cases in order to validate the
AL-CRF performance. -e testing data include Chinese judicial documents and Chinese electronic medical records (EMRs). Testing
indicates that our proposed algorithm has better recognition accuracy and recall rate compared to the conventional CRF model.
Moreover, the main advantage of our approach is that it requires fewer manually labelled training samples, and at the same time, it is
more effective. -is can result in a more cost effective and more reliable process.

1. Introduction

With the continuous popularization of Internet and mobile
Internet and the continuous improvement of information
infrastructure in various domains, the available digital re-
sources have grown explosively in our metaindustrial so-
cieties [1]. On one hand, the sources and the volume of
information have become more abundant. -e density of
useful data is decreasing, which makes it more difficult to
mine valuable information. In the era of big data, it is
difficult for people to manually analyze and filter in-
formation, due to their high volume and variety. Automatic
or semiautomatic effective extraction from a large number of
digital resources could lead to the mining of hidden
knowledge. -is could be achieved with the help of big data
and artificial intelligence technologies like NER [2, 3]. NER
is a process of recognizing and classifying words or phrases
with special characteristics or meanings in a text. It belongs
to the category of unsigned word recognition in lexical

analysis, and it is an indispensable part of information
extraction and retrieval, intelligent Q&A, and other natural
language processing technologies [4].

-e important role of NER in natural language pro-
cessing has motivated a lot of research in the domains of
library information and computer science, and it has
resulted in the proposal of several methods. However, the
categories and extensions of named entities significantly
vary under different research scenarios and domains [5].
More specifically, the named entities (NAE) mainly refer to
names of persons, places, and time. In the biomedical field,
they can include medical terms such as protein, genome, or
labels of diseases. In legislative domains, the NAE may
include legal concepts, terms, or provisions. Obviously, the
specification of NER depends on the field of study, and it is
difficult to migrate directly [6]. Moreover, in the case of the
domain-specific NER, such as legislative, ancient Chinese
poetry and so on, the domain entities are relatively scarce,
that is, the directly available training data are a minority. At
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the same time, due to the high specialization of the data, the
domain knowledge must be rich when annotating the do-
main texts manually. -e necessary professional talents and
the heavy workload require a lot of manpower and available
resources. -erefore, the use of less annotated data to train
an effective NERmodel has become an important goal of the
domain NER research [7].

Active learning algorithms can be used to solve the
problem of sparse data annotating, in machine learning. AL
consists of the learning and the selection modules. -e
learning module is the process of training high-quality
classifiers, while the selection module is the process of
generating training sets from large amounts of data [8]. -e
core of AL is to use the learning algorithm in order to get the
most useful data from the training set and then to add this
data to the manually developed annotation set. In this way,
we can get a classifier with a strong generalization ability,
without requiring a high volume of annotated data [9]. -is
paper applies active learning to the field of NER. AL is the
main algorithmic framework, and CRF is the corresponding
classifier. We propose a new approach called AL-CRF,
aiming not only to improve the efficiency recognition of
the CRF model, but also to decrease the number of anno-
tated training samples as well. -e testing experiments on
medical and legislative fields have proven that our proposed
method can produce a more efficient NER model with fewer
training samples, which can effectively cut the cost of
manual annotation and improve the overall efficiency.

2. Background

2.1. Named Entity Recognition. NER has been defined as an
important subtask of information extraction in the MUC-6
conference [10]. -e most commonly used relative ap-
proaches can be divided into three categories: rule and
dictionary-based methods, statistical, and mixed ones. Early
NER mainly used rule and dictionary-based methodologies,
which require the design and development of the rule sets by
domain experts and the use of proper linguists. Nevertheless,
the rules fail to cover all linguistic phenomena, the con-
struction period is too long, andmoreover, this approach has
a lower likelihood of portability [7]. Statistical methods
mainly include hidden Markov models (HMM) [11],
maximum entropy (ME) [12], support vector machines
(SVM) [13], and CRF [14]. -ese kinds of methods use the
labelled corpus data to train the model combined with
statistical probability.-ey are easily transplantable and they
have comparatively short construction periods although
they have more strict requirements for feature selection and
much more dependence on the corpus. -e mixed methods
model is a combination of rules, dictionary-based ap-
proaches, and statistical ones, and they combine the ad-
vantages of both.-ey employ rules to filter the target text in
advance, and they are reducing the state of the search space,
based on statistical methods. Recently, some hybrid methods
have been introduced, based on deep learning (DL), which
combines DL with rules or statistical approaches [15]. At the
same time, driven by the demand of natural language
processing in various fields, the recognition objective of NER

has also evolved from the initial person name, location
name, and time to the words or phrases with special
meanings in the recognition text. Researchers have also
carried out NER research mainly for specific domain enti-
ties, such as fishery data [16], dietary data [17], and Chinese
legal documents data [18]. CRF model is one of the most
popular ones.

2.2. Conditional Random Field. CRF is an undirected graph
model proposed by Lafferty in 2001, which combines the
characteristics of the ME and the HMM, and it considers the
transition probabilities between contextual markers at the
same time. -e transition probability between tags is opti-
mized and decoded in the serialization form, and the se-
quence data annotation is carried out by establishing the
probability model [19]. CRF has strong reasoning ability and
is widely used in sequential tagging tasks, such as part of
speech tagging [20], significance testing [21], and new word
discovery [22]. NER is also a special kind of sequence tagging
problem, and the CRF has innate advantages in solving it.
When applied to NER, the CRF has good stability, accuracy,
and ease of use [23]. However, as a typical supervised model,
it requires a lot of training data, and the convergence speed is
slow. To solve these problems, many researchers combine
other machine learning algorithms with CRF in an effort to
improve its performance. Such efforts have been made by
Deng et al. [24] who have proposed a short-term traffic flow
forecasting model (MCRF) which is based on multicondi-
tional random fields. It uses four kinds of feature functions
to build multiple CRF feature subsets to reflect the multi-
cumulative characteristics of traffic data. Xia et al. [25] have
combined convolutional neural networks (CNN) with CRF,
and they have proposed a hybrid classification approach for
remote sensing images. -ese methods greatly improve the
availability and effectiveness of the CRF model, but the
training process is still inseparable from a large number of
annotated data.

2.3. Active Learning. Active learning is a branch of machine
learning (ML) that belongs to the area of artificial in-
telligence. It was originally proposed by Angluin of Yale
University [26]. -e learning module needs to continuously
improve the classification accuracy and robustness of the
classifier, and the purpose of the selection modules is to find
out the most representative and extensive training data.
Current research on active learning can be summarized in
two aspects. On one hand, researchers have applied it to
many fields. Wu et al. [27], Zhu et al. [28], Pohl et al. [29],
have introduced the application of AL algorithm in social
media data, spatial data annotation and image classification
respectively. On the other hand, many researchers have put
forward the idea of improving it. Wang et al. [30] have
proposed a new multi-instance AL algorithm by combining
diversity criterion with existing information measure. Patra
et al. [31] have proposed the LAAL-ELM which is an online
continuous learning method. -rough the confidence meter
of newly added data, this method selects the tagging set
actively to update the classifier, and it reduces the
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computational complexity. Active learning provides an al-
gorithmic framework to solve the problem of sparse an-
notating data in the training process of ML. In practical
research, machine learning algorithms are used as a classifier
of active learning. -rough the iteration of the learning and
selection processes, the performance of the classifier keeps
improving continuously.

To sum up, although NER has been developed and used
for more than 20 years, the problem of this field has not been
completely solved, due to the continuous diffusion of the
named entity denotations in different scenarios and do-
mains. In previous research efforts, CRF has been one of the
most widely used approaches. However, its training requires
a lot of annotated data. -ough it is difficult to obtain
annotated data in a specific field, AL can effectively solve this
problem, as it is capable to find high-value data in order to
train high-performance classifiers. -erefore, this paper
combines active learning with the CRF model. It uses the
CRF classifier, and it proposes a method to recognize the
NAE which enriches the method of named entity recogni-
tion. At the same time, the training process requires a small
amount of annotated data, which is very significant to the
application areas where the annotated data is rare and the
annotation is a hard task, e.g., in medical and legal cases.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. CRFModel. -e CRF model is a model that outputs the
conditional probability of a random variable Y with a given
random variable X. -is model has various forms including
the linear chain form, the matrix form, and so on. In the
NER process, the CRF model is usually further simplified,
that is, the random variables X, Y have the same graph
structure, which is shown in Figure 1. X is the input text to
be recognized, and x1, x2, . . . , xn−1, xn are sequences after
word segmentation and feature tagging. -e task of the CRF
model is to predict the conditional probability of Y by
training the model parameters, and the calculation method
is shown in equation (1):

P(y | x) �
1

Z(x)
exp


i,k

λktk yi−1, yi, x, i(  + 
i,l

μlsl yi, x, i( ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

(1)

where Z(x) is a normalization factor, whereas tk is an
eigenfunction defined on the edge k, which is called transfer
feature. It depends on the current position and on the pre-
vious position. Also, sl is an eigenfunction defined on the
node l which is called state feature, and it depends on the
current position. -e parameters λk and μl are the weights
corresponding to tk and sl. -e value of tk and sl is either 1 or
0. When the characteristic condition is satisfied, the value is 1,
otherwise it is 0.

In this research, the observation set x is the sequence set
that comprises a text corpus after the word segmentation
and feature automatic annotation, and y is the annotation
type corresponding to the observation set x. In the feature

model construction, we use a 5-word tagging set that is
expressed as P � B, I, E, S, O{ }. Tag B is an entity starting
word, and E represents the end of the entity. All of the entity
is tagged as I except from the beginning and the final words.
S represents the entity as a single word, and O is expressed as
a word outside the entity.

3.2. Active LearningAlgorithm. In this paper, the algorithmic
process of the AL is shown in Figure 2. Firstly, the initial
samples for training the basic CRF model are selected by
following a certain strategy, and they are annotated by domain
workers. -ereafter, according to the information, the CRF
model is trained, the unlabelled samples are sorted according
to certain ranking rules, and the topN samples are selected for
manual annotating. -en the annotated data are added to the
training set to retrain the CRF model. -e learning process
and selecting process are carried out iteratively until the exit
condition is satisfied. Obviously, three key problems have to
be solved in the AL process. First, the construction of the
initial training set; second, the choice of the proper strategy
for sample selection; and finally, the effective setting up of the
iterative process and the quit condition.

-e initial training set is used to train the benchmark
classifier in the active learning algorithm. -erefore,
selecting the representative initial training set can train the
benchmark classifier with good recognition result, which
would reduce the number of iterations and could accelerate
the convergence process. Random Sampling is the basic
algorithm for the construction of the initial training set.
However, due to its limited size, the samples selected by this
approach are considered less representative. On the other
hand, the clustering method can aggregate samples with
similar characteristics, so that the stratified samplingmethod
based on the clustering results is more likely to choose the
most representative samples.

In active learning, sample selection strategies (SSS) can
be divided in two types, namely, the stream-based SSS and
the pool-based one.-e learning process of the stream-based
SSS requires the processing of all unlabelled samples, which
increases the query cost. In addition, since it requires pre-
senting the sample annotation conditions in advance, it does
not have good applicability [32]. -e pool-based strategy is
that selecting the sample with the highest contribution from
the sample pool at a time, which reduces the query cost of the
sample, so it is more widely used.

AL is a process which iteratively selects high-value
samples for model training, in order to improve the effi-
ciency of the classifiers. Although the increase in the number

x1

y1 y2 y3

x2 x3 xn–1

yn–1

xn

yn

Figure 1: -e structure of CRF model.
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of iterations can improve the efficiency of the classifier, it
also increases the workload of both the sample selection and
the sample annotation. -e training process strives to
achieve the balance between sample labelling cost and
classifier efficiency. -erefore, in general, the active learning
algorithm will terminate the iteration when the model ef-
ficiency reaches the present precision or the number of
samples reaches the given threshold value.

3.3.AL-CRFModel. -eAL-CRFmodel takes active learning
as the basic framework and the CRF as the basic classifier of
AL. A hierarchical sampling method based on k-means
clustering is used to select the training set for the initial
learning. An SSS based on information entropy is adopted to
select the samples for the iteration process.-e quit condition
of the iteration is based on a defined change rate of the F-
value. -e algorithm framework is shown in Figure 3.

In order to construct a more representative initial training
set, the AL-CRF model uses the TF-IDF algorithm to vec-
torize the text data. It also employs the k-means algorithm to
cluster the data, and it stratifies the data after clustering. -e
whole algorithmic process is described as follows:

(1) Vectorizing and normalizing data using TF-IDF to
get the dataset X after loading the corpus.

(2) Choosing the number of K samples from the data set
X randomly as C.

(3) Calculating the Euclidean distance between the
remaining samples in X and C and classifying
(assigning) the remaining samples in X, to the
nearest cluster according to the distance.

(4) Calculating the mean value of each cluster and
updating the original clustering center after all
samples are divided.

(5) Comparing the new center with the previous clus-
tering center. If there is no change, it will terminate;
otherwise, go to step 2.

(6) Outputting the final clustering results.
(7) -e initial sample set T was selected by stratified

sampling according to the clustered results.

-e AL-CRF model chooses a pool-based sample selec-
tion strategy, and it uses information entropy (IE) as a
measure to evaluate the sample value based on uncertainty
criteria. IE is a measurement unit used tomeasure the amount
of information. -e higher the value of the IE is, the more
information is contained in the sample.-is indicates that the
classifier has not determined the proper category. -rough
the iterative process, the model predicts the sequence of IE
values of the remaining samples, by employing the existing
classifier. In this paper, the IE value of the sample is the sum of
the IE value of each word in the sample, and the calculation
method is shown in equations (2), (3), and (4):

H xj  � −
i

p yi

 xj logp yi

 xj , (2)

H st(  � 
j

H xj , (3)

H dk(  � 
t

H st( . (4)

where H(xj) represents the entropy value of word xj,
p(yi | xj) indicates that the label belongs to the possibility of
yi under the given word xj, H(st) represents the entropy
value of sentence st, and H(dk) represents the entropy value
of the document dk.

-e AL-CRF model sets the change rate of F-value less
than or equal than 0.1% as the iterative termination condition
of the active learning.-ismeans that Ft −Ft−1 ≤ 0.1%, where
Ft represents the F-value of the model in the t iteration, Ft−1
represents the F-value of the model in the t− 1 iteration, and
F0 represents the initial expression. -e default value is zero.
-is is done in order to control the sample selection and to
mark the cost of the training process.
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Figure 2: -e process of active learning.
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In summary, the AL-CRF model can be represented by
the use of pseudocode as shown in the following Algorithm 1.
-e core of the algorithmic process is shown in Figure 4.

4. Experiment

In order to verify the effectiveness of the NER AL-CRF
model and its performance in different domains, this paper
selects two different datasets in the medical and the legis-
lative fields. -is completes the NER experiment.

4.1.Dataset. In the process of NER in the medical field, this
paper uses the EMRs dataset which was released by the
China Conference on Knowledge Graph and Semantic
Computing (CCKS) 2017. To ensure the correctness of this
experiment, we have selected only 300 EMRs that have been
correctly annotated, whereas each EMR is divided into four
parts, namely, “history characteristics,” “hospital dis-
charge,” “general items,” and “diagnosis and treatment.”
-e total volume of the experimental data is 1,200 text
numbers and 5 categories of entities. Overall, the total
number is 23,719, and the distribution of categories is
shown in Table 1.

In the legislative domain experiment, this paper ob-
tained 61,515 copies of the judicial documents stored in the
“Chinese justice document network.” After clearing up the
duplicates, blanks, and noncontent data, we got 59,788
valid data, containing 52,995 first-instance documents,
5,632 second-instance documents, 325 retrial documents,
37 penalty changes, and 799 documents in other categories.
In this paper, 1,000 pieces of judicial documents have been
extracted and manually annotated in the form of stratified
sampling, which can be used as the corpus of the legislative
NER experiment to reduce the cost of manual labelling.
-ere are 73,217 legal entities in the corpus, including 5
categories of crime, penalty, legal principle, legal concept,
and legal provision. -e distribution is shown in Table 2.

Since there is no delimiter in Chinese itself, Chinese
word segmentation is the basis of the data analysis. In
order to improve the accuracy of the word segmentation,

this paper attempts to construct the professional dictio-
naries in both medical and legislative fields by using
disease symptoms, treatment technologies, crimes, legal
institutions, and legal words obtained from the Internet.
-en, we import them into the NLPIR segmentation tool
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and cut the words of
EMRs and of the judicial documents, respectively.

After the completion of the manual annotation of the
corpus, the program has been used to tag the POS and the
length of each word automatically and to record whether it is
left or right boundary word. According to the annotation
method of 5-word tagging sets, the format of the corpus is
shown in Table 3.

4.2. Experimental Design. In this paper, CRF and AL-CRF
models have been used to recognize entities in medical and
legislative domain for EMRs and judicial documents, re-
spectively. Ten crossover trials have been conducted in the
specific experiment, where the training and the testing sets
have been determined based on a ratio of 9 :1. -e CRF++
has been used as a tool for training and evaluating CRF
models and the Spark platform has been selected for text
quantization and text clustering.

In the AL-CRF experiment, the initial corpus of the
active learning model has been set to 100 copies, the sample
size has been increased to 50 per each round of iteration, and
the growth rate of the harmonic mean F has a value less than
0.1% as the iterative termination condition. In the CRF
experiment, random sampling has been used to select the
equivalent of the AL-CRF documents of the training set.
-en the test data have been used to evaluate the effects of
the two models respectively.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. 4e Evaluating Indicator. According to the common
indicator system of NER, we selected the following evalu-
ation indicator, involving precision rate (P), recall rate (R),
and F-measure (F) [18]. -e calculation method is shown in
equations (5), (6), and (7):

Data 
crawling

Word 
segmentation

Feature 
annotation

Word frequency 
calculation

K-means 
clustering

Stratified 
sampling

Entropy 
ranking

Manual annotation

Iterative training CRF model

NER model

Data layer

Selection layer

Annotated layer

Training layer

Output layer

Annotated data processing

Model evaluation index

Figure 3: -e algorithm framework of AL-CRF.
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P �
A

A + W
∗100%, (5)

R �
A

A + U
∗100%, (6)

F �
2∗P∗R

p + R
∗100%, (7)

where A represents the number of entities recognized
correctly, W indicates the number of entities that are rec-
ognized by mistake, and U represents the number of entities
that are not recognized at all.

5.2. Clustering Number Selection. In order to determine the
number of k-means clustering, we have conducted 5 rounds
of experiments on the EMRs data and on the judicial
documents, respectively. Each experiment divided the
training and testing sets according to the ratio of 4 :1 to
conduct clustering experiments.

Since the number of clusters is not too large, each round
of experiments contains 14 clustering experiments, with the
number of clusters ranging from 2 to 15.-e sum of squared
errors (SSE) of each round in the EMR experiments is shown
in Figure 5.

According to the general principle of the elbow method,
when the number of clusters is 5 and 8, the SSE value is
lower. In order to further determine the number of clusters,
we select the initial sample set which is selected by stratified
sampling with 5 and 8 clusters to train the initial recognition
model. Additionally, we use three alternatives as control
groups. In the first one, we select the samples randomly; in
the second mode, we employ stratified sampling with 2

Initialization: unlabelled dataset U, F0 � 0, i � 0, t � 0, initialization data number n, additional number N in iteration
// k-means clustering
select cluster centers randomly as Ci

do
for u in U do
for c in Ci do
if dis(u, c) is minu then
the cluster of u is c

end
end

end
update Ci to Ci+1

while Ci! � Ci+1
output the clustered dataset S

select n samples from S by stratified sampling
annotate n samples into T

train CRFs by T

t⟵t + 1
calculate the F-value of CRFs as Ft

while Ft −Ft−1 > 0.1% do
calculate entropy in S−T{ }

rank the S−T{ } according to the entropy
annotate top N samples into T

train CRFs by T

t⟵t + 1
calculate the F-value of CRFs as Ft

end

ALGORITHM 1: -e pseudocode of AL-CRF.

Start

Setting F0 = 0 

Selecting T in training set S

Training CRF model M

Calculating Ft of M Calculating entropy in 
{S-T}

Outputting M

Selecting the top-N 
samples with the highest 
entropy and adding to T

Ft – Ft–1 > 0.1%

End

t = t + 1
Yes

No

Figure 4: -e flowchart of AL-CRF.
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clusters; and in the third, we adopt again stratified sampling
with 14 clusters. -is is done in order to compare the in-
fluence of the number of clusters on the selection of the
initial training set. -e average recognition effect of the
above experiments is shown in Table 4.

By analysing the results in Table 4, it can be seen that
selecting the initial sample set after clustering the initial
sample into the appropriate number of categories can im-
prove the accuracy and the recall rate of the initial model.
When the number of clusters is 8, the recognition efficiency
of the model is the best. -erefore, for EMRs, the optimal
number of clusters is 8. According to the same experimental

procedure, the optimal number of clusters is 10 for the
legislative judicial documents.

5.3. 4e Evaluation of AL-CRF and CRF

5.3.1. 4e Dataset of EMRs. In this paper, 1,200 EMRs have
been divided to 10 equal parts. -e training and the testing
sets have been divided according to the ratio 9 :1, and 10
comparative experiments have been carried out. -e ex-
perimental results are shown in Table 5.

According to the results of Table 5, the recognition ef-
ficiency of the AL-CRF model tends to be stable when the
number of iterations is 10, using 600 training samples. It is
found that the CRF and the AL-CRF models have good
recognition efficiency in the Chinese EMRs, with the rec-
ognition accuracy reaching over 90%, and most of the en-
tities have been recognized. However, the recognition
efficiency of the AL-CRF model is obviously better than the
one of the CRF and the recognition accuracy can reach up to
95%. -e F-value of the model increases almost by 3.65%.
Specifically, the recognition effect of the five categories of
entities in the medical field is shown in Table 6.

It can be seen that the AL-CRF model is superior to the
CRF model in the recognition effect of various entities. In
both models, the recognition effect is the best for symptoms
and signs, while the entity recognition effect of treatment,
examination, and inspection is not good, which may be
related to the mixing of drug information into the entity of
treatment and the unclear boundary between the entity of
examination and inspection. -rough analysis of experi-
mental data, it is found that due to the imported custom
dictionary, the word segmentation of symptoms and signs
entity is more accurate, and its good recognition effect is
related to the result of word segmentation.

5.3.2. 4e Dataset of Chinese Judicial Documents. At the
same time, 10 comparative experiments have been con-
ducted on the judicial documents. -e experimental results
are shown in Table 7.

Table 3: -e format of the corpus.

Word POS Length Is left Is right Tag
无 V 1 N N O
发热 Vi 2 Y Y SS-S
, Wd 1 N N O
时 Ng 1 N N O
有 Vyou 1 N N O
咳嗽 Vi 2 Y Y SS-S
、 Wn 1 N N O
咳 V 1 Y N SS-B
痰 n 1 N Y SS-E
, Wd 1 N N O
无 V 1 N N O
胸 Ng 1 Y N SS-B
闷 V 1 N Y SS-E
、 Wn 1 N N O
气 N 1 Y N SS-B
短 a 1 N Y SS-E

Table 4: -e average recognition effect of initial model in EMRs.

Selection method P R F
Random 0.8100 0.7658 0.7873
2 clusters 0.8115 0.7534 0.7813
5 clusters 0.8053 0.7707 0.7876
8 clusters 0.8174 0.7767 0.7965
14 clusters 0.8039 0.7682 0.7856

Table 1: -e entity distribution of the EMRs.

Category Body(B) Symptoms and signs (SS) Examination and inspection (EI) Disease and diagnosis (DD) Treatment (T)
Number 8,282 6,941 6,903 657 936

Table 2: -e entity distribution of the judicial documents.

Category Charge(C) Penalty(P) Legal principle (LP) Legal concept (LC) Law(L)
Number 1,745 4,732 209 63,820 2,711

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

SS
E

Clustering numbers

First
Second
�ird

Fourth
Fi�h

Figure 5: -e SSE of each round in EMR experiments.
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According to the results of Table 7, the recognition ef-
ficiency of AL-CRF model tends to be stable when the
number of iterations equals to 9, and 550 training samples
are considered. Meanwhile, the AL-CRF model has also
achieved promising results for the entity recognition in the
case of the legislative domain. -e recognition accuracy and
recall have been improved, and the F-value has been in-
creased by 4.85% compared with the F-value of the CRF
model. Specifically, the effect of the 5 categories of entities in
the recognition of the legislative field is shown in Table 8.

Trying to assess the effect of various entities to the
recognition, in the case of the legislative data, we conclude
that the AL-CRF model has a reliable performance and an
obvious superiority, compared with the CRF, especially in

legislative conceptual entities. Although, due to the wide
range of legislative conceptual entities (e.g., “plaintiff” and
“legal person)” and to the existence of relational concepts
(e.g., “obligation of delivery” and “liability for compensa-
tion)” and finally due to the differences in the description of
various legal documents, the overall recognition efficiency is
still not as high as it should be. In addition, the large number
of long entities in legislative principle entities has a negative
effect.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the active learning algorithm is applied to the
domain of NER, and the hybrid AL-CRF model, which

Table 5: Comparison table of experimental results in EMRs.

Number of iterations
AL-CRF CRF

P R F P R F
1 11 0.9603 0.9314 0.9456 0.9223 0.9012 0.9116
2 10 0.9552 0.9328 0.9439 0.9252 0.8992 0.912
3 9 0.9516 0.9273 0.9393 0.8993 0.8632 0.8809
4 10 0.9501 0.9316 0.9408 0.9233 0.9014 0.9122
5 11 0.9627 0.9462 0.9543 0.9236 0.8979 0.9106
6 10 0.9513 0.932 0.9416 0.9124 0.9005 0.9064
7 10 0.9498 0.9297 0.9396 0.9157 0.8999 0.9077
8 11 0.9544 0.9406 0.9475 0.9208 0.9025 0.9136
9 10 0.9531 0.9201 0.9363 0.9082 0.8963 0.9022
10 10 0.9602 0.9224 0.9409 0.9144 0.9015 0.9079
Mean 0.9549 0.9314 0.9430 0.9165 0.8964 0.9065

Table 6: -e recognition effect of 5 categories in medical field.

Model Category P R F

AL-CRF

Body (B) 0.9523 0.9197 0.9357
Symptoms and signs (SS) 0.9791 0.9556 0.9672

Examination and inspection (EI) 0.8042 0.8396 0.8215
Disease and diagnosis (DD) 0.9381 0.9187 0.9283

Treatment (T) 0.7938 0.7607 0.7769

CRF

Body (B) 0.9312 0.8899 0.9101
Symptoms and signs (SS) 0.9746 0.9306 0.9521

Examination and inspection (EI) 0.7659 0.8065 0.7857
Disease and diagnosis (DD) 0.9133 0.8919 0.9025

Treatment (T) 0.7624 0.7123 0.7365

Table 7: Comparison table of experimental results in judgement documents.

Number of iterations
AL-CRF CRF

P R F P R F
1 9 0.9314 0.9603 0.9456 0.8468 0.8824 0.8642
2 10 0.9328 0.9552 0.9439 0.8854 0.8992 0.8922
3 9 0.9273 0.9516 0.9393 0.8993 0.9132 0.9062
4 8 0.9316 0.9501 0.9408 0.8333 0.8714 0.8519
5 9 0.9462 0.9627 0.9543 0.8836 0.8979 0.8907
6 9 0.932 0.9513 0.9416 0.9024 0.9205 0.9114
7 10 0.9297 0.9498 0.9396 0.9057 0.9299 0.9176
8 8 0.9406 0.9544 0.9475 0.8708 0.9025 0.8864
9 9 0.9201 0.9531 0.9363 0.8982 0.9363 0.9169
10 9 0.9224 0.9502 0.9361 0.8844 0.9215 0.9026
Mean 0.9314 0.9539 0.9425 0.881 0.9075 0.894
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employs the CRF classifier, is proposed. -rough the rec-
ognition experiments of medical entities and legal entities, it
is found that this method can train a good NER model with
less annotated data, and it has a certain improvement over
the CRF model in accuracy and recall. It can significantly
reduce the labour cost for a large number of annotated data
of the traditional methods, and it can speed up the con-
vergence rate of the model. -us, it can be more suitable for
the recognition of domain entities with high annotation cost,
and it lays the foundation for other natural language pro-
cessing tasks in the specific domain.

-ough this research effort is very promising, there are
certain shortcomings. In terms of experimental data, although
two datasets from different domains were adopted, their size
was not big enough. Regarding the model itself, the adopted
k-means approach can improve the initial sample quality;
however, it is sensitive to noise and the outliers in the initial
training set may affect the recognition efficiency of the model.

-e extraction of relations between entities and
knowledge fusion will be the key point in the next step of our
research, in an effort to resolve the existing deficiencies.
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